
CSE322 Theory of Computation (L7)
Recap of last lecture Today

Closure PropertiesQuestions of Tut4 = Exam standard
(expect you to solve in 15-20 mins.)



Closure under Reverse()
Suppose D accepts L. Construct N that accepts RL=Reverse(L).



Closure under Half()
Half(L) = { x : there is some y in L s.t. |x|=|y| and xy is in L }



Closure under SameHalf()
SameHalf(L) = { x : xx is in L }



Pumping Lemma
If L is a regular language, then ...

There exists a positive p s.t.
    For all strings w in L of length p or more,

There exists a partitioning w = xyz, where
    1.  xz is in L, xyz is in L, xyyz is in L, xyyyz is in L,
        xyyyyz is in L, xyyyyyz is in L, ...
    2.  |xy| <= p
    3.  y is not empty string (x,z could be empty)

* PL does not say what is the pumpable subseq.

Does not say the value of p

pumpable strings



Proof of Pumping Lemma
Proof by construction.
L is recognized by DFA M with s states. Set p=s.
w is a 'long' string i.e., |w| >= s.

states afer each symbol
# states in above sequence ?

# states upto first repeating state?

q0 q8 q5 q9 q6 q2 q4 q9 q7 q2 q1 q3

q0 q8 q5 q9 q6 q2 q4 q9 q7 q2 q1 q3



Pumping Lemma
If L is a regular language, then ...

There exists a positive p s.t.
    For all strings w in L of length p or more,

There exists a partitioning w = xyz, where
    1.  xz is in L, xyz is in L, xyyz is in L, xyyyz is in L,
        xyyyyz is in L, xyyyyyz is in L, ...
    2.  |xy| <= p
    3.  y is not empty string (x,z could be empty)

* PL does not say what is the pumpable subseq.

Does not say the value of p

pumpable strings

(or, all NOT in L)



Proof of Non-regular Languages

Given L, how to prove that L is not regular ...
That is, L CANNOT be accepted by a DFA?

Proof: Use Pumping Lemma to construct
a pumpable w in L (or w not in L) s.t. w can be
pumped (up/down) to get w' NOT in L (or w' in L).



L = {0 1  | n >= 0} is not regular

Proof by contradiction, using Pumping Lemma.

PL guarantees p s.t. for every string w of length >= p,
there is a non-empty subsequence which can be pumped.

Select w = 0 1

0 0 0 ... 0 0 0 1 1 1 ... 1 1 1
y =>

p

Q: Can we use w = 0...(p/2 times)...01...(p/2 times)...1


